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大气环流概述

n 历史回顾 

n 内容简介 

n 观测资料 

n 资料处理与分析 

n 再分析资料 

n 分析方法
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n Motivation: explain the easterly 
(northeasterly) trade winds of the 
tropics and the prevailing westerly 
(northwesterly) of midlatitudes. 

n Single cell: solar heating in low 
latitudes lead to rising motion near the 
equator and sinking near the poles, 
with equatorward motion at low levels 
and poleward motion aloft. 

n Conservation of absolute velocity: 
the equatorward motion at low levels 
turns westerly when arriving at high 
latitudes and forms the trade wind.

A brief history of the Hadley circulationA brief history of the Hadley circulation
1. Hadley’s circulation model (1735)

Greater solar heating in low latitudes lead to 
rising motion near the equator and 
sinking near the poles, with equatorward 
motion at low levels and polewardmotion at low levels and poleward 
motion aloft completing the circuit.

Because of  the conservation of  absolute 
velocity, the equatorward motion at low 
l l t t d h i i tlevels turns westward when arriving at 
high latitudes and forms the trade wind. 

Hadley did not realize that the conservation 
involved is absolute angular momentun, g ,
rather than velocity. He was also 
unaware of the effect of the Coriolis 
force, which would turn the poleward 
flow westerly.flow westerly.

However, there is no simple argument 
eliminating the possibility of a single 
direct cell in each hemisphere, with or 
without the earth’s rotation

7

without the earth s rotation.

⼤大⽓气环流概述－历史简介

n 1735年年，Hadley 信⻛风理理论 
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“On the Cause of the General Trade Winds,” 
in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society.  
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Understanding the effect of earth’s rotation!

“On the Cause of the General Trade Winds,” 
in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society.  

n Motivation: explain the easterly 
(northeasterly) trade winds of the 
tropics and the prevailing westerly 
(northwesterly) of midlatitudes. 

n Single cell: solar heating in low 
latitudes lead to rising motion near the 
equator and sinking near the poles, 
with equatorward motion at low levels 
and poleward motion aloft. 

n Conservation of absolute velocity: 
the equatorward motion at low levels 
turns westerly when arriving at high 
latitudes and forms the trade wind.
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n Coriolis 1832. Memoire sur le 
principe des forces vives dans les 
mouvements relatifs des machines.      
(On the principle of kinetic 
energy in the relative 
movement of machines.)   J. 
Ec. Polytech, 13, 268-301.               

n Coriolis 1835. Memoire sur les 
equations du mouvement relatif des 
syst\`emes de corps.               
(On the equations of relative 
motion of a system of bodies. 
J. Ec. Polytech., 15, 142-154.
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Gaspard-Gustave de Coriolis
1792-1843



4. Ferrel’s circulation model (1856)
Hadley’s circulation model 

contradicts with 
observations, which show ,
poleward drift over the 
midlatitude surface.

Ferrel (1856) suggested a ( ) gg
circulation which is almost 
the same as the present view.

He argued that near the surface g
friction would reduce the 
speed of the westerlies, so 
that Coriolis force fails to 
balance the poleward 
pressure gradient.

10

⼤大⽓气环流概述－历史简介

n 1856年年, Ferrel’s view
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n Observed southwesterly 
challenged Hadley’s 
theory; 

n  Three-cell circulation, 
close to current views of 
earth’s general 
circulation. 



5. Thomson’s view (1857, 1892)
James Thomson (1857, 1892) 

suggested a large direct 
ll lik H dl ’ i dcell like Hadley’s occupied 

the bulk of each 
hemisphere, but in middle p ,
and higher latitudes there 
was a shallow indirect cell, 

ith pole ard flo close towith poleward flow close to 
the ground and 
equatorward flow at an q
intermediate level.

11
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n 1857年年, Thomson’s view 
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n Still a single direct cell in 
the upper troposphere; 

n In the lower levels of 
middle and higher 
latitudes, a shallow 
indirect cell with 
poleward flow near ground 
and equatorward flow in 
the intermediate levels. 
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n 1859年年, Ferrel’s second view 
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6. Ferrel’s second version (1859)

Ferrel somehow modified 
his first version of the 
global circulation. His 
second version is close 
to Thomson’s, except 
for that he had a polar 

llcell.

12

    Close to Thomson’s view, 
except for a polar cell in high 
latitudes.

Ferrel-Thomson’s 
circulation
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n The role of eddies? 
¡ Bigelow(1902), the effect of cyclones should be taken into 

account. 
¡ Defant (1912), eddies transport heat to higher latitudes. 
¡ Jeffreys (1926), eddies transfer angular momentum. 
¡ V. Bjerknes (1937), Ferrel-Thomson’s circulation is unstable to 

eddies.
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8. Jacob Bjerknes’s version (1921)
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Rossby 波                      

 35

 
 
 
Figure 16. Carl-Gustav Rossby in 1926 or 1927, with a rotating platform designed to 
simulate the Earth’s rotation and produce waves and ‘weather’ (NOAA historic photo 
archive, http://www.photolib.noaa.gov/historic) 
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n Currently most-accepted view
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The British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) 
www.badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/claus (infra-red)

http://www.badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/claus
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n Stream function (流函数) 

http://www.adultpdf.com
Created by Image To PDF trial version, to remove this mark, please register this software.
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Observations 
-Zonal mean fields
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Observed features
great amount of convective cloud in the western pacific
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Walker Circulation

WALKER CIRCULATION

K-M Lau, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD, USA

S Yang, NOAA/NWS/NCEP, Climate Prediction Center,
Camp Springs, MD, USA

Copyright 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

doi:10.1006/rwas.2002.0450

Lau, K-M
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA

Yang, S
NOAA/NWS/NCEP, Climate Prediction Center, Camp
Springs, MD 20746, USA

Introduction

The term Walker Circulation was first introduced in
1969 by Professor Jacob Bjerknes, referring to the
large-scale atmospheric circulation along the longi-
tude–height plane over the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
The Walker Circulation features low-level winds
blowing from east to west across the central Pacific,
rising motion over the warm water of the western
Pacific, returning flow from west to east in the upper
troposphere, and sinking motion over the cold water
of the eastern Pacific. Since Bjerknes’s introduction of
the Walker Circulation, there have been reports of
similar east–west circulation cells spanning different
longitudinal sectors along the Equator. Today, the
Walker Circulation generally refers to the totality of
the circulation cells as shown in Figure 1.

Bjerknes originally named the Pacific east–west
circulation the Walker Circulation because he consid-
ered it the key part of Sir Gilbert Walker’s Southern
Oscillation (see El Nino and the Southern Oscillation:

Observation (0148)). He interpreted the Walker Cir-
culation as an atmospheric circulation driven by the
gradient of sea surface temperature along the Equator
and suggested that the characteristics of the Walker
Circulation were largely determined by the coupling
between the tropical atmosphere and oceans.

Bjerknes’s work on the Walker Circulation marked
an important milestone toward our basic understand-
ing of the dynamics of zonal atmosphere–ocean
coupling along the equatorial PacificOcean.Although
his results were based on very limited data, Bjerknes’s
original conjecture that the year-to-year variation of
the Walker Circulation is closely tied to that of the
Southern Oscillation and El Niño has been confirmed
by a large number of observational and modeling
studies during the several decades since his first report.

Climatology and Variability

Annual Mean

Thanks to the advance in satellite observations and
improved assimilation of observations into global
general circulationmodels, we have now amuchmore
detailed and quantitative description of the Walker
Circulation. We know that the tropical wind is made
up of rotational and divergent components. The
former is directly related to the effects of the rotation
of the Earth and the latter to the overturning circula-
tion, driven by atmospheric heating processes. The
Walker Circulation and associated overturnings in the
equatorial plane should refer only to the divergent
component of the wind. Figure 2A shows the annual
climatology (the mean state of all months) of the
overturning circulations along the equatorial plane as
streamlines constructed from the divergent zonal and
vertical winds. It can be seen that the major rising

High
tropospheric
isobaric
surface

Low
tropospheric
isobaric
surface

INDIAN PACIFIC ATLANTIC

0° 90° E 180° 90° W 0°
Longitude

0450-F0001 Figure 1 Schematic view of the east–west atmospheric circulation along the longitude–height plane over the Equator. The cell over the
Pacific Ocean is referred to as the Walker Circulation. (Adapted from Webster (1983).)
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0450-P0010

0450-P0015

0450-P0020

WALKER CIRCULATION 1
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(Adapted from Webster 1983)
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Observed features
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Features of monsoonal circulation:  
           -an Indian monsoon example

NII-Electronic Library Service

High temperature
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Non-zonal circulations
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Storm tracks
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The storm zones occur in 
association with the jet 
streams;

The storm zones are most 
intense near the longitude of 
the jet exits.



⼤大⽓气环流概述－内容简介

n 外部强迫： 

¡ 辐射强迫 

¡ 下界⾯面过程 

n 经向环流系统（纬向平均环流, zonally 

averaged circulations）： 

¡ Hadley 环流 

¡ Ferrel 环流、急流、波流相互作⽤用 

n 纬向环流系统（non-zonal 

circulations）： 

¡ Storm tracks 

¡ Monsoon 

¡ ENSO and Walker circulation 
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⼤大⽓气环流概述－内容简介

n 外部强迫： 

¡ 辐射强迫 
¡ 下界⾯面过程 

n 经向环流系统（纬向平均环流, zonally 
averaged circulations）： 

¡ Hadley 环流 

¡ Ferrel 环流、急流、波流相互作⽤用 

n 纬向环流系统（non-zonal circulations）： 
¡ Storm tracks 
¡ Monsoon 
¡ ENSO and Walker circulation 

n 不不同复杂度的⼤大⽓气环流模式 

n 全球暖化背景下的⼤大⽓气环流
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n Currently most-accepted view

25授课教师：张洋Review of last class
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⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n 地⾯面资料料 （陆地，航船） 
n 探空资料料 
n 卫星资料料 
n Aircraft report (AIREP)  
n 海海洋资料料
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⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n 地⾯面资料料（陆地）
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n Measurements include: 
pressure, temperature, 
specific humidity, cloud 
cover, precipitation... 

n Number of land-based 
surface stations is at least 
one order of magnitude 
greater than the number of 
upper air stations. 
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n 地⾯面资料料（陆地）
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n Measurements include: 
pressure, temperature, 
specific humidity, cloud 
cover, precipitation... 

n Number of land-based 
surface stations is at least 
one order of magnitude 
greater than the number of 
upper air stations. 

n Station distribution is highly 
inhomogeneous. 

100 stations

1700/7000 
 stations
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n 地⾯面资料料（航船）
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n Measurements include: 
sea surface temperature, 
salinity... 

n Also include: atmospheric 
temperature, pressure, 
humidity, wind direction, 
wind speed. 

n Most observations were 
taken by commercial ship.
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n 探空资料料
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Radiosonde (⽆无线电探空仪）
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n 探空资料料
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Radiosonde (⽆无线电探空仪）

感应元件（传感器器）、 
转换装置、 
发射机、电源
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n 探空资料料
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Radiosonde (⽆无线电探空仪）
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n 探空资料料
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Radiosonde (⽆无线电探空仪）
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1963-1973

2008

n Measurements include: 
temperature (~1K),        
relative humidity (~10%), 
winds (~3-5 m/s). 

n Relatively high vertical 
resolution (‘standard’ levels: 
1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 
300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 
50, 30 hPa.), but errors 
becomes larger at higher 
levels. 

n Most stations 
(800/1000)are located in 
the Northern hemisphere.
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n 卫星资料料
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(First meteorological satellite, 1960)

n Poorer accuracy than 
conventional measurements 

n High horizontal resolution, 
relatively poor vertical 
resolution. Typical vertical 
resolution is several km. 

n Sounding ceases at the 
cloud top, no data taken 
within the vigorous weather. 

n Typical orbital period is 90 
mins, so it takes several 
hours before the entire globe 
is covered. 

n Even though, still important 
data source over oceans.

Compared to temperature and 
humidity sounding from radiosonde 
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n 卫星资料料
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n First reliable 
measurements of 
incoming and outgoing 
radiative fluxes at TOA 

n Multiple spectral band: 
e.g. microwave band-
liquid water content of 
the atmosphere, wind 
stress over the oceans, 
distribution of sea ice, 
height of sea level, 
distribution of 
pollutants...
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n 卫星资料料
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n First reliable 
measurements of 
incoming and outgoing 
radiative fluxes at TOA 

n Multiple spectral band: 
e.g. microwave band-
liquid water content of 
the atmosphere, wind 
stress over the oceans, 
distribution of sea ice, 
height of sea level, 
distribution of 
pollutants...

⻛风云3- A／C、B：2008-2014 
⻛风云4- A：2016.12
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n 卫星资料料
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n First reliable 
measurements of 
incoming and outgoing 
radiative fluxes at TOA 

n Multiple spectral band: 
e.g. microwave band-
liquid water content of 
the atmosphere, wind 
stress over the oceans, 
distribution of sea ice, 
height of sea level, 
distribution of 
pollutants...

The A-Train satellite formation currently consists of five 
satellites flying in close proximity: Aqua, CloudSat, CALIPSO, 
PARASOL and Aura. (from NASA website.) 

http://nasascience.nasa.gov/missions/aqua
http://nasascience.nasa.gov/missions/cloudsat
http://nasascience.nasa.gov/missions/calipso
http://nasascience.nasa.gov/missions/aura
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n AIREP资料料
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n Reports of 
temperature and 
pressure taken 
by airlines 

n Taken at the 
flight level of the 
aircraft 

n Most of the 
AIREP are seen 
in the air lanes 
of North Atlantic 
and North pacific



⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n AIREP资料料

41授课教师：张洋

2004年年(NCEP)



⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n 海海洋资料料

42授课教师：张洋2004年年(NCEP)
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1982年年(Levitus)
n Research 

vessels: 
temperature, 
salinity, oxygen 
content,concentr
ations of various 
nutrients. 

n Shorter time 
coverage. 

n Still limited 
knowledge on 
the dynamical 
structure of the 
oceans.



⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n 海海洋资料料: Argo 

43授课教师：张洋

n 覆盖全球海海洋、提
供实时海海洋上层观
测数据。 

n Consist of almost 
4000 drifting, 
profiling float: 
temperature, 
salinity and 
currents. 

n Coverage since 
2000s. 

n Drift at 1000m, 
every 10 days, 
dive to 2000m then 
move to surface.



⼤大⽓气环流概述－观测资料料

n 海海洋资料料: Argo 

44授课教师：张洋

n 覆盖全球海海洋、提
供实时海海洋上层观
测数据。 

n Consist of almost 
4000 drifting, 
profiling float: 
temperature, 
salinity and 
currents. 

n Coverage since 
2000s. 

n Drift at 1000m, 
every 10 days, 
dive to 2000m then 
move to surface.



大气环流概述

n 历史回顾 

n 内容简介 

n 观测资料 

n 资料处理与分析 

n 再分析资料 

n 分析方法

45授课教师：张洋



⼤大⽓气环流概述－资料料处理理与分析

n 举例例: 从站点资料料到格点资料料

46授课教师：张洋

From Stone, 2005



⼤大⽓气环流概述－资料料处理理与分析

n 举例例: 从站点资料料到格点资料料 (radiosonde based)

47授课教师：张洋

n Initial guess Qg for the actual field Q. 
n Refine Qg from any observations 

within a certain distance of each grid 
point:

Qr = (1�
X

i

Wi)Qg +
X

i

WiQi

    The heart of the method is the 
appropriate choice of the weights Wi. In 
general, it depends on the distance of the 
observation from grid points. More 
sophisticated schemes might also 
consider the balance condition between 
variables.From Stone, 2005

Q



⼤大⽓气环流概述－资料料处理理与分析

n 举例例: 从站点资料料到格点资料料 (data assimilation)

48授课教师：张洋

• Data assimilation:  
• process by which observations are incorporated into a computer model 

of a real system;

• In each analysis cycle, observations of the current (and possibly past) 
state of a system are combined with the results from a numerical weather 
prediction model (the forecast) to produce an analysis, which is 
considered as 'the best' estimate of the current state of the system;

• Data assimilation tries to balance the uncertainty in the data and in the 
forecast.

data assimilation



⼤大⽓气环流概述－资料料处理理与分析

49授课教师：张洋

data assimilation

reanalysis data

ERA NCEP/NCAR

“froze” analysis technique

technique always in development, 
e.g. using models with higher 
resolution, better parameterization


